
SlimBlend Gen2
RC330Z SMB W30L120

- - - - - - - White

Offices are looking for high-performance lighting that enhances performance,

comfort, well-being, and sustainability. That’s why ‘surface of light’ solutions that

deliver excellent quality of light with great functionality and connectivity are in such

demand. Like Philips SlimBlend Gen2 – a complete family of slim luminaires

designed for enhanced well-being and circularity. SlimBlend Gen2 luminaires offer

state-of-the-art efficacy and excellent light quality (CRI<gt/>90) with upgradability

features and repairability that promise a long lifetime. They are also designed for

recyclability, making them a truly circular, green choice. But it’s the high-quality light

that makes SlimBlend Gen2 luminaires really stand out. The special Micro Hexagonal

Optics (MXO) provides glare-free comfort & also infuses the homogeneous light with

sparkles, creating a lively surface of light that enhances interiors and offers full

Office compliance. SlimBlend Gen 2 is a minimalist solution with superior lighting

specifications combined with a best-in-class connectivity using Interact Pro - all

with a sustainable approach to high-performance office lighting.

Product data

General Information

Angle -

Accessory color White

Value ladder Specification

 

Operating and Electrical

Line Frequency - Hz

Input Voltage - V

 

Mechanical and Housing

Overall length 1,212 mm

Overall width 312 mm

Overall height 51.6 mm

Dimensions (Height x Width x Depth) 52 x 312 x 1212 mm

Material Aluminum

 

Approval and Application

Ingress protection code -

Mech. impact protection code -

Protection class IEC -
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Product Data

Full product code 871951495879199

Order product name RC330Z SMB W30L120

Order code 911401879184

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

Numerator - Packs per outer box 10

Material Nr. (12NC) 911401879184

Full product name RC330Z SMB W30L120

EAN/UPC - Case 8719514958852
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